
DJPetrie comment:  A Conversation about Marijuana use in America
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Separating the myths from the realities

DJPetrie comment: There are many more myths or claims than realities substantiated 
by solid medical research
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Is marijuana a benign 
harmless drug?

DJPetrie comment: Think about this question as you view the slides to come which 
point out the increasing potency of and available forms in which Marijuana is 
available
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FORGET EVERYTHING YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW ABOUT 
MARIJUANA!

• People have no idea what they are talking about we they talk about today’s marijuana. 

• Legalization has brought about commercialization.

• Commercialization has lead to an explosion in potency of pot.

• Potency is driving all the impacts associated with either the medicalization or the legalization of this 
drug.

• We even need to change our vocabulary around this drug. 
• Commercialization as opposed to legalization
• THC and to a lesser extent CBD as opposed to pot
• Potency takes precedent! Because that is what this is really all about. (except money) 

• Advertisement of this drug.  It is in virtually every medium available today, despite the fact that it is a 
violation of Federal law to advertise a Schedule 1 Controlled substance.

• There is no end in sight!

DJPetrie comment: Most people have as a reference the Marijuana of the 1960s, in 
which the active agent THC was relatively low potency and the many other forms it is 
available now were not available.
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Increased access to marijuana
with high THC content

DJPetrie comment: Scientists have increased the potency of TCH in the Marijuana 
plant itself.
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ElSohly MA et al., Biol Psychiatry 2016

THC Levels Increasing

DJPetrie comment: Note that this study is only of confiscated marijuana, and doesn’t 
include concentrates or edibles
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DJPetrie comment: Hash Oil is one of many other forms of Marijuana where the THC 
potency is much higher than in the plant.
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DJPetrie comment: Concentrates come in many different forms
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POTENCY - LAST 5 YEARS IN CO
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High times said it is impossible to get more than 30% THC inside of a plant 
– in Dec 2014 they tested 36%

“herowana”

DJPetrie comment: “High times” Magazine once said it is impossible to get more 
than 30% THC inside of a plant – in Dec 2014 they tested 36% in a plant form

“herowana”
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Dabbing
(butane hash oil, honey oil, wax, shatter)

DJPetrie comment: There are many forms of high potency Marijuana
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TODAY’S MARIJUANA

DJPetrie comment: 80 percent THC level in this sample of “Shatter”
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DJPetrie comment: With vaping, you cannot tell if the active agent is nicotine or THC, 
because there is no telltale odor to distinguish the two
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DJPetrie comment: Who do you think is the target of these forms of marijuana?  Our 
kids!
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DJPetrie comment: Marijuana in Cotton candy, Gummy Bears, etc.  See the National 
Families in Action article linked on the St. Anthony Substance Abuse Prevention Team 
web page for more information for real data on effects of treating childhood seizures 
with Medical Marijuana.
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DJPetrie comment: The trend in Marijuana is more potent and less expensive
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Is marijuana medicine?

DJPetrie comment: Having just seen the info on the increasing potency of Marijuana, 
think about this question as you view the following slides:
What other powerful medicine is there where the manufacturing is uncontrolled, and 
the user decides the frequency and the dosage of the use?
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DJPetrie comment: Legalization of Medical Marijuana is the gateway to legalization 
for recreational use.  See the National Families in Action article linked on the St. 
Anthony Substance Abuse Prevention Team web page for the story on how a small 
number of billionaires have first driven Medical Marijuana legalization and then 
Recreational Marijuana legalization in several status.
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DJPetrie comment: See the National Families in Action article linked on the St. 
Anthony Substance Abuse Prevention Team web page for some real data on the 
benefits and drawbacks of treating diseases with Medical Marijuana.
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DJPetrie comment: In Colorado, many stores for Marijuana have one part devoted to 
recreational use, and another side for medical use.  Perhaps, they have flowers, too.
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DJPetrie comment: Most frequent use of Medical Marijuana in Colorado is for 
“Severe Pain”.  Opioids were thrust into use by drug companies for this same purpose 
until their addictive qualities and the links to heroin usage were understood. See the 
National Families in Action article linked on the St. Anthony Substance Abuse 
Prevention Team web page for some real data on effects of treating ailments with 
Medical Marijuana.
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DJPetrie comment: There are companies working on releasing Medical Marijuana 
products the way that other drugs get released, with studies to quantify and prove 
their effectiveness and understand the adverse affects.  But this takes time.  And, 
meanwhile, Medical Marijuana is being legalized without controls on dosage or 
content or real understanding of benefits vs adverse affects.
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WASHINGTON MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANT

DJPetrie comment: Many pounds of Marijuana products from a plant like this.
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So, have there been any 
consequences from the decision 
of 33 states to medicalize or 
legalize marijuana recreational?

DJPetrie comment: Legalization of Medical Use is a pathway to legalization for 
recreational use and to increased usage overall. See the National Families in Action 
article linked on the St. Anthony Substance Abuse Prevention Team web page for 
more information.
for more information on this fact.
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MARIJUANA USE IN YOUTH AND 
ADULTS 

DJPetrie comment: Usage among both youth and adults has increased substantially
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DJPetrie comment: Data on the increased usage by the young in states where one or 
both forms of legalization has occurred.
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2013

DJPetrie comment: Left column in 2014, Middle 2015, Right 2016.   2014 Red Medical 
Legalized states are prevalent among the highest use states.  Moving forward in time 
from left to right the number of Green Medical/Recreational use states is increasing.
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DJPetrie comment: Note that color codes are swapped in this slide from last one.  
Here red is Recreational-legal use state and green is medical-legal use state.
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States with legalized marijuana have higher use rates

12 – 17 years olds have higher use rates in marijuana states 

18 – 25 year olds are greatest at risk group by percentage  

Adults, 26 years + are emerging as a significant at risk group nationally and in 
marijuana states 

 Recently in non-marijuana states as well 

SUMMARY

DJPetrie comment: So keep these use by age group statistics in mind as the next 
slides will deal with the effects of this
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DJPetrie comment: For kids, ages 10-19, who committed suicide in CO, Marijuana was 
the most prevalent toxin found in their bodies, followed by Alcohol.
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Does the legalization of 
marijuana result in a 
corresponding reduction in
opioid use disorder and opioid 
overdose deaths? 

DJPetrie comment: The slides that follow will show that the data, as of now, does not 
support this conclusion, but admittedly much more study is needed.  The linked 
National Families in Action article speaks much more about this topic.
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DJPetrie comment: Study number one.  Journal of American Medical Association.
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DJPetrie comment: Results inconclusive as far as reduction in use of opioids, more 
study needed. The National Families in Action article linked on the St. Anthony 
Substance Abuse Prevention Team Web page speaks much more about this topic.
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The Australian Study

DJPetrie comment: Study number 2 from Australia.  
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DJPetrie comment: Results inconclusive as far as reduction in use of opioids, more 
study needed. The National Families in Action article linked on the St. Anthony 
Substance Abuse Prevention Team Web page speaks much more about this topic.
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RESEARCH

DJPetrie comment: Study number 3.  National Academies of Science.
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DJPetrie comment: Much more research is needed and the existing process for drug 
development should be followed to produce drugs based on Marijuana derivatives 
that have proven benefits and known drawbacks.
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DJPetrie comment: Note that Medical Marijuana has NOT undergone rigorous clinical 
trials.  
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DJPetrie comment: Journal of Addiction Medicine Study.  
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DJPetrie comment: Objectives of Journal of Addiction Medicine Study.
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DJPetrie comment: Conclusion of Study is that Medical Marijuana does NOT reduce 
use of other Prescription Drugs.
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DJPetrie comment: Colorado is among the states with the greatest use of Marijuana, 
yet the number of admissions for treatment of Heroin addiction keeps rising.
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DJPetrie comment: Colorado is among the states with the greatest use of Marijuana, 
yet the use of Narcan for Heroin overdose keeps rising.
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DJPetrie comment: Colorado is among the states with the greatest use of Marijuana, 
yet the number of Heroin overdose deaths keeps rising.
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SO WHAT ARE WE TO DO?
• We need to be asking questions?

• Demand answers that are supported by valid data and scientific research.

• If any good has come out of this it is the following:
• We are asking more questions
• There is currently more research being done now then in anytime during the past 

20 years.

Unfortunately there is still more that we do not know about this drug then we do 
know and it may be another 5-10 years before we have a clear understanding.

DJPetrie comment: The concern is that as Big Money potential of Medical and 
Recreational Marijuana legalization, the real effects will not be known for many years.
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WE NEED TO FIND OUT WHAT HOW COMMERCIALIZATION OF MARIJUANA 
HAS IMPACTED THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

Usage rates

Workplace issues

School performance to include suspensions and expulsions.

Diversion

Black market

Treatment admissions and addiction rates.

Homeless 

The true fiscal impact of this drug-both positive and negative.

Environment impacts-water and electrical usage as well as product contamination.

DJPetrie comment: Just some areas of concern driven by 
legalization/commercialization of Marijuana that we need more information about.
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DJPetrie comment: What is the impact on our children and grandchildren.  The 
legalization of Marijuana is targeted to them.
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To get a copy of any of our reports

 Most Recent –Released September 2018

thenmi.org 
 Featuring Reports from 

 Rocky Mountain HIDTA – Denver Colorado
 Houston HIDTA
 San Diego HIDTA
 Northwest HIDTA 
 Several information reports and data sources

THE LEGALIZATION OF MARIJUANA IN 
AMERICA: IMPACT REPORTS

DJPetrie comment: This web site is linked on the St. Anthony Substance Abuse 
Prevention Team web page.
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CONTACT THE NMI

Ed Shemelya
(606) 224-9510
jeshemelya@nmi.nhac.org

Dale Quigley
(303) 810-3735
ddquigley@nmi.nhac.org

Stephanie Rodriguez
(305) 715-7742
sxrodriguez@nmi.nhac.org

DJPetrie comment: Ed Shemelya spoke at the March 7 Waukesha Community 
Conversation about the Legalization of Marijuana.
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